College Student Inventory (CSI)

Review your CSI report. Refer to the “Specific Recommendations” section on page one. Look at your recommendations and their strengths. (The closer the score is to 10.0, the stronger the recommendation). Choose three recommendations. Next, explain how you will heed the advice given by creating a plan of action. Be sure to include 1) when you plan to work on your action plan, 2) what campus resource(s) you will use, and 3) how you will know you’ve made progress.

Refer to http://www.radford.edu/content/advising/home/student-resources/csi.html on the Academic Advising website for help matching recommendations with campus resources.

Example

CSI Recommendation: “Get help in selecting an academic program.”
My plan: I will set up an appointment with my academic advisor in Pre-Major to discuss my interests and possible majors before midterms. I will know that I’ve made progress by having scheduled the appointment, meeting with my advisor, and following up on any strategies my advisor gave me to explore, such as talking to professors in whose classes I’m most interested.

1) CSI Recommendation: __________________________________________________________
   My plan: _______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________

2) CSI Recommendation: __________________________________________________________
   My plan: _______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________

3) CSI Recommendation: __________________________________________________________
   My plan: _______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________